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Proposed view: Improved viewing area next to Wolfe Statue and Royal Observatory

Proposed view: Restored Giant Steps and selective clearance of Castle Hill to reveal Flamsteed House
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The past, the present and the future

Greenwich Park Revealed

• Consider restoring the Giant Steps
and associated formal tree planting.
• Reflect heathland slopes and acidic
soil characteristic of the site to
improve ecology.
• Develop proposals in conjunction
with the viewing area to integrate
the design and prevent erosion at
the viewing area.

Giant Steps

• ‘Reclaim the hill’ as the setting for
Flamsteed House to better reflect
the ecology characteristic of the
site and its historic aesthetic. This
would mean restoring gorse and
heath, thus improving biodiversity.
• Selective clearance of encroaching
bramble and vegetation to the North
and East of Flamsteed House.
• Enhance and re-establish key views
within and outside the park.

Castle Hill & Royal Observatory

Given the historic, ongoing and
future pressure from continued high
visitor numbers, The Royal Parks
are developing landscape proposals
for Castle Hill and the Wolfe statue
viewing area which will restore the
historic view of Flamsteed House,
improve the quality and appearance
of the viewing terrace and landscape
setting around the Wolf Statue, and
address issues associated with erosion
of the Giant Steps, possibly restoring
their original landform.

INITIAL THOUGHTS &
POSSIBLE PROPOSALS

Castle Hill supports the Old Royal
Observatory, founded in 1676, and
includes Flamsteed House (Grade I)
perched on the crest of the hill. The
steep slopes of Castle Hill provide the
landscape setting for the Observatory
buildings, but the vegetation has
grown to partially obscure views.

Formed in 1661, the Grand Axis at the
Giant Steps formally links the Queen’s
House in the lower park with the main
tree-lined avenue at the top of the
slope. Originally flanked by formal
lines of trees, the ornamental landform
was designed as a series of giant grass
“steps”, leading from the bottom of
the park to the viewing area at the
top. This major axis and designed
landscape is a significant component
of the World Heritage Site. Over the
years the steps have been eroded
and modified, both through use and
various unsympathetic works within
the park.
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GIANT STEPS & CASTLE HILL

